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button in sharepoint I am new to sharepoint. I have created a custom
button by using displaytemplate (displaytemplate.cshtml). I am trying to
call one of my view from my custom button. I am passing title, icon and
id (class) from my view. I am trying to use the following code to pass the
title. Here is my full code for custom button. This code is getting error

Method not found: 'Microsoft.SharePoint.Client.ClientContext
get_context()'. A: Display templates are used to create buttons and

menus, not views. Views are different, and are the pages that are used to
display items in libraries and lists. To access a view from a custom

button, you would need to add a custom HTML button with the
appropriate URL for the view. The URL would be the same as if you

were using a link, like this: Custom button
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